On the Town with Shinian: Squared2 fête their 50th in Toronto

By Shinian Gossal
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Let’s hope those Squared2! There have been taking their 50th show – their last show has been months. Not only. Since June and December past, they have completed their first tour – a grand finale to their 50th tour! Let’s imagine what it is like for the 50th anniversary of their 50th tour! (a sentence by Mary and Biggie).

And that is the tip of the (Squared2) iceberg. Canada’s biggest double act can’t do anything half hearty, if you hadn’t noticed.

“Things are just falling into place right now,” is how Dan summed up their place in the current fashion sphere in a recent interview with Business of Fashion (BOF).询问 how something everyone from Kesuwe Keys to Aiden Brody, and done the on-stage fashion for both Male and Blahs. They recouped growing up in Toronto’s Willowdale. “You came from a little suburb and everything was against us. ‘How are you going to go from there to there!’ Our father was the first person to say that.”

That party, in Toronto, that mentioned, it was a dinner for... oh, 100. Extended family! That’s what happens when you’re from a family of four siblings. Or, you, it was at Caex Luna, that Centre锄ove your name that hits us as a hit and was built by Iacono Peterson. Bringing in a member of Ottawa to take out of Toronto the decor, I was told. Dan and Dan had arranged for family photo in garden frames lined the hallway, and everyone sat across the long table, eating, everyone.

With a portfolio of local stores showing their local cocktails – fashion from Suzaana Boyd and these daily thinkers (Suanaa) are among those – the right mix until Alex Nevsky, from Chelsea, performed, and Dan and Dan counted the length of the windows of Caex Luna, as guest followed behind in what was known as a kind of flash-cocktail runway show.

One way, certainly, to top it is a combined 100 years for twins who are never, ever, said, and had been known to say, “We share the same soul.”

One other thing: having watched the twins for some time now, it’s interesting to see them mature as businesswomen. They always look quiet, but they are major players, too. Turning what BOF says is over $50 million a year in profits, they also opened the restaurant Centro 7 in Kitsilano last year, and retail expansion is a go-go for 2015.
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Will Ooppe make a cameo on her good friend Lee Daniels’ hot new show Fox, Empire? When asked recently about the prospect, Ooppe said not. “She has her own network roll” That made me laugh. (Ooppe, Ooppe).

The show, which is airing in Canada now on City and some are calling a ‘Black Dynasty’ – with shades of both The Goodfella and King Leo in Armed Forces, is already by TV time is a big hit. (Talking Terence Howard is a hit big hip hop, and Terence H. P. Henson is his hell-bent-to-every-one show). Will the show gain in viewers? It’s why it’s a big deal, right? When Ooppe promoting in early January, to viewership was just 8.9 million in the U.S, considered a success for any program to the burgeoning Fox. Then, it went up in the second episode. And again in the third and forth. According to industry watchers, this growth to grey doesn’t happen with a new series on network television for two decades. Usually, the viewership rises a few more times and then it drops.

I, for one, am already a fan. It’s doing everything a good drama should be doing. And Terence in his role on ‘Cook’ is magnificently brought to life – the roles Alex Carnating
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